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hard rain
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Other word knowledge

Knowing a word
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Grammar
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1. After I got the vaccine, my arm started itching like crazy.
2. She eats like crazy but never puts on weight. 
3. Since lockdown I've been gaining weight like crazy.
4. My nose was bleeding like crazy.
5. The baby has been kicking like crazy!
6. I need to do some gardening - the weeds are growing like crazy!
7. They've been selling gold like crazy!
8. They've been training like crazy ahead of the Olympics.

• What position does 'like crazy' often take in a sentence? 
• What verb form often goes before ‘like crazy’?
• What kind of things can happen 'like crazy’? 
• What kind of situations is 'like crazy' often used in? 
• Is there anything else you notice about 'like crazy? 
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1. After I got the vaccine, my arm started itching like crazy.
2. She eats like crazy but never puts on weight. 
3. Since lockdown I've been gaining weight like crazy.
4. My nose was bleeding like crazy.
5. The baby has been kicking like crazy!
6. I need to do some gardening - the weeds are growing like crazy!
7. They've been selling gold like crazy!
8. They've been training like crazy ahead of the Olympics.

• What position does 'like crazy' often take in a sentence? Often at/towards the end
• What verb form often goes before ‘like crazy’? ‘ing’
• What kind of things can happen 'like crazy’? Itching, eating, gaining weight, selling, etc…
• What kind of situations is 'like crazy' often used in? physical/bodily
• Is there anything else you notice about 'like crazy? 
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A tap 

• The tap isn’t working 

• Can you turn the tap off?

• The water coming out of the taps is brown!

• Who left the tap on?

A fine/to fine 

• I got a 20 euro fine yesterday. 

• Can you believe they fined me 20 euros for parking in front of my own 
garage?

• The man has been fined 500 euros and given a suspended sentence. 
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• I’d love to but I can’t, I’m on a diet. 

• I’ve put on so much weight. I really need to go on a diet.

• I don’t have a very healthy diet at the moment.  

• I’m taking some supplements at the moment. 

• I’ve started taking supplements. 

• I’m going out for a quick jog. 

• I’m just going to jog around the track. 

• I’ve got a really nasty cough. 

• Are you taking anything for that cough?







Adapted from
Schmitt and Schmitt (1995)





Schmitt and Schmitt (1995) p.138



attempt /əˈtempt/ to try to do something, especially something difficult: He attempted to escape through a window.

He attempted a joke, but no one laughed.

próba

be no mean feat /fiːt/ to be a great achievement: Getting the job finished in under a week was no mean feat.

That is (was) no mean feat.

to wielkie osiągnięcie,

nie lada wyczyn

bland /blænd/ not having a strong taste or character or not showing any 

interest or energy

I find chicken a little bland.

Pop music these days is so bland.

mdłe, bez 

wyrazu/charakteru

bring about to cause something to happen The 20th century brought about revolutionary changes in our

lifestyles.

spowodować

certain /ˈsɜː.tən/ having no doubts that something is true I’m not absolutely certain, but I think I’m right. pewny

certainty /ˈsɜː.tən.ti/ the feeling of being completely sure about something

with certainty

I'm unable to answer that question with any certainty. pewność

coerce /kəʊˈɜːs/ to persuade someone forcefully to do something that they are 
unwilling to do

He claims he was coerced into admitting his guilt. wymusić

commonplace /ˈkɒm.ənpleɪs/ typical, not unusual It is now commonplace for people to use the Internet at home. zwykły, normalny

Reproduced with Barbara’s permission ☺
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• Every person in Malta eligible for the COVID-19 vaccine could receive at least…

• …there are 432,616 adults eligible to get vaccinated.

• …to administer at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine to all eligible adults.

• …only have three vaccines at their disposal…

• This fourth vaccine provides immunity through…

• …either through vaccination or previous infection.

• … portion of the population needs to be vaccinated for herd immunity to be 
achieved.

• …invitations to get the COVID-19 vaccine…

• …a number of new vaccination centres have also been set up…

• …batches of the newly approved Janssen vaccine.
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